
A zubogyi templom jó példa falusi templomaink jellegzetes fejlődésére és arra is, 
hogyan tükrözi egy templom a falu történetét. A következő években sorrakerülő helyre
állítása és restaurálása értékeit méltó módon mutatja majd be és biztosítja további meg
őrzésüket.46 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ZUBOGY CALVINIST CHURCH 

(Abstract) 

The Zubogy village in North-East Hungary was formed, according to the researchers 
of the former Gömör county, in the 12th c. The majority of the population must have 
been Slavic since the name of the village comes from Slavic personal name. Zubogy was 
owned by the servant to the royal castle of Gömör till 1282. In that year the king 
presented it to one of the ancient Magyar kindred, the Ajtonys, who's ancient centre used 
to be the Csanád county in the Southland. 

It became the centre of one og the branches of the kindred, in the 14th c , later owned 
by other branches and families. Its development stopped in the second half of the 16th c. 
due to the Turkish ravage and tax burdens, but did not become deserted like many of the 
surrounding villages. What is more in the time of the spreading of the Reformation in the 
16th—17th c. the village got one of the most important church centres of the surroun
dings. According to the contemporary serf lists the population consisted at that time 
nearly exclusively of Hungarians. 
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After the relative peace of the first two thirds of the 17th c. the village stood close 
to being deserted in course of Turkish attacks about 1670 and 1680, and the wars of 
independence against the Habsburgs. A slow development started in the first half of the 
18th c , but it never could regain its former importance. The inhabitants of the village 
were very poor even in the 19th c. 

The first written source about the church is from 1596, but it was built much 
earlier. Its first form shows one of the base types of the Hungarian village churches of the 
Middle Ages: a body of oblong form, planeroofed nave ending in a straight closed lower 
shrine, lacking the tower. The southern wall was broken through by a gate and three 
fissure windows above it. This simple church form was spread throughout Hungary bet
ween the 11th and the 13th c. 

The western side of the nave had to be reconstructed probably because of damage. 
This was the time when the lancet gate was built. A small semicircular niche was attached 
to the eastern side of the shrine, the function of which is not known. Such a niche can be 
found, the closest to Zubogy, in Vysoké Ujezd, in Bohemia. The sacristy, serving also as a 
chapel was added to the northern side of the chapel also at that time. 

The old shrine was demolished in the second half of the 15th c. or at the beginning 
of the 16th c , but the sacrity remained intact. The new shrine, ending in irregular 
polygonal structure, was vaulted. The carved stones of the tracery windows of the sout
hern part and of the vault were not made on the spot. First no buttresses were built to 
the shrine, but the weight of the vault made the builders add them later. According to the 
researchers this type of the shrines is characteristic of the village and country town 
building in Hungary of that time. 

The nave proving to be two small was broadened towards west probably after the 
spreading of the Reformation. A western gate was built with a hall before it. The redun
dant chapel was demolished, and a buttress was erected on its place. 67 silver coins and 
the gothic chalice were hidden in a pot among the uncertain circumstances of the 
1670ies. Later the church burnt down and collapsed. It was rebuilt between 1710—1720. 
The whole southwestern part, the arch and the northern part of the shrine were built in 
that decade. The remains of the gothic vault were carved off, the fluting was used as 
building material. The western gate was blocked up, the hall was demolished. The most 
important part of that building period is the painted wooden ceiling preserving the 
structural traditions of the Middle Ages. The characteristic Calvinist furniture was built in 
1758: benches, galleries and a pulpit are among them. The painted parts of the furniture 
are covered with several layers of paint. The large windows were also cut at that time, the 
southern hall together with the bell tower were erected in the 18th c , too. 

The badly preserved walls were strengthened later only with buttresses, gaining thus 
the present form of the church. It was renovated in 1935, when a mural from the Middle 
Ages was found, but the builders knocked it off. 

The National Intendence of Historical Monuments made the plans of the reconst
ruction of the church and the restoration of the precious furniture in 1974. Earlier, in 
1968, the Intendence carried out the investigations of the walls and the layers under the 
present ground level. As the result of the investigations the complex history of the 
building of a church characteristic of the village church building traditions becomes 
outfolded. 
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